
The Symbiote

A  Class Reflavor

A Fi th Edition re lavor of the Barbarian/Fighter 
multiclass to give your character new life as one of the 

most iconic anti-heroes in comic book history!
Adventure League Legal! 1



All of the skills and features that are available to choose from, are 
just recommendations. Feel free to pick and choose what best fits 
you. This build focuses on dual wielding two weapons of different 
damage types, such as a longsword for slashing and a warhammer for 
bludgeoning. This gives you more freedom to describe the tendril 
style attacks in creative ways. Get creative with each attack and 
reflavour them as much as you can. Additionally, based on your race, 
make sure you add some of their core features to your flavor; for 
example, add horns or a tail if your race has them.

All SRD available content is included in full. Other content just has 
the flavor and can be found in the Dungeons and Dragons Player’s 
Handbook. The name of the feature is referenced in parenthesis with 
the page it can be found on. We hope you enjoy!

The Symbiote
This was written by Justin Handlin of the Crit Academy D&D 

podcast and Troy Zeisler. This product was written in the excitement 
of the release of one of the most iconic anti-heroes in the comic book 
world.  Instead of designing a new homebrew class, we thought it 
would be best to completely reflavor an existing legal build with 
official content. After some debate, we settled on reflavoring a level 
Barbarian/Fighter Multiclass.. The first 5 levels are in Barbarian, 
with the rest in Fighter. This is an important distinction for the hit die 
changes when you start taking levels in fighter at 6th level. The 
formatting is similar to a class option. The goal of the symbiote is to 
enhance the roleplay experience. It offers new descriptions for 
existing mechanics to give you the feel of playing your favorite 
anti-hero.
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Symbiotic bond
Our bond has reinforced your natural abilities. While we are not 
wearing armor, our Armor Class equals 10+ our Dexterity modifier + 
our Constitution modifier. We can use a shield and still gain this 
benefit.

Symbiote Aggression
Starting at 2nd level, our bond has increased our natural 

aggression, throwing aside all concern for our safety. When we make 
our first attack on our turn, we can decide to attack recklessly. Doing 
so gives us advantage on melee weapon attack rolls using Strength 
during this turn, but attack rolls against us have advantage until our 
next turn.

Parasitic Awareness
Although we see through our eyes and hear through our ears, we 

experience a tingling sensation that alerts us to unperceived dangers 
that we are able to react to at an incredible rate. It’s borderline 
precognition.

At 2nd level, we have advantage on Dexterity saving throws 
against effects that we can see, such as traps and spells. To gain this 
benefit, we can’t be blinded, deafened, or incapacitated.

Class features
As a symbiote, you gain the following class features.
HIT POINTS
Hit Dice: 1d12 per Symbiotic Form Level and 1d10 per Symbiotic 
Onslaught Level
Hit Points at 1st Level: 12+ your Constitution modifier
Hit Points at Higher Levels: 1d12(or 7) + your Constitution modifier 
per Symbiotic Form Lever after 1st and 1d10(or 6) + your 
Constitution modifier per Symbiotic Onslaught level. 
Hit Points at 1st Level: 12 + your Constitution modifier
Hit Points at Higher Levels: 1d12( or 7) + your Constitution 
modifier per symbiote level after 1st.

Proficiencies
Armor: Light armor, medium armor, shields
Weapons: Simple weapons, martial weapons

Tools: None
Saving Throws: Strength, Constitution
Skills: Choose two from Animal Handling, Athletics, Intimidation, 

Nature, Perception, and Survival

Equipment
You start with the following equipment, in addition to the equipment 
granted by your background

● (a) a greataxe or (b) any martial melee weapon
● (a) two handaxes or (b) any simple weapon
● An explorer’s pack and four javelins

Symbiotic Form
Your symbiote bursts from within your flesh and encases your 

body, enhancing our offensive and defensive combat capabilities. On 
our turn, we can enter a symbiotic form as a bonus action. While in 
our symbiotic form, we gain the following benefits if we aren’t 
wearing heavy armor:

● We have advantage on Strength checks and Strength saving 
throws.

● When we make a melee weapon attack using Strength, we 
gain a bonus to the damage roll that increases as we gain 
Symbiote levels, as shown by the bond damage column.

● We have resistance to bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing 
damage.

If we are able to cast spells, we can’t cast them or concentrate on 
them while in symbiotic form.

Our form lasts for 1 minute. It ends early if we are knocked 
unconscious or if our turn ends and we haven’t attacked a hostile 
creature since our last turn or taken damage since then. We can also 
end our form on our turn as a bonus action.

Once we have used symbiotic form twice we must finish a long 
rest before we can use the form again. The number of uses increases 
to three at 3rd level. 3
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Symbiotic onslaught
As our bond continues to grow at 6th level, we begin to take on a 

combat form unique to us. We have learned how to shrug off light 
wounds. As our confidence in our skill grows, we focus less of our 
efforts on reinforcing our defenses and more on drawing the blood of 
our enemies.

Our hit die becomes a d10 + our Con modifier. When we engage in 
two-weapon fighting, we can add our ability modifier to the damage 
of the second attack.

Bonded recovery
At 6th level, our bond has allowed us to recover from minor 

wounds. On our turn, we can use a bonus action to regain hit points 
equal to 1d10+ our symbiotic onslaught level.

Once we use this feature, we must finish a short or long rest before 
we can use it again.

Tendril Barrage
At 7th level, we are able to unleash a barrage of blows, or enhance 

our strength with a surge of tendrils, allowing us to move at 
incredible speeds for an instant. On our turn, we can take one 
additional action on top of our regular action, and a possible bonus 
action.

Once we use this feature, we must finish a short or long rest before 
we can use it again.
 

Symbiotic superiority
Battle Master Archetype Features (PHB pg 73)

At 8th level, we continue to work and build our techniques. At 8th 
level, our control over the shaping of our body and the tendrils that 
whip and dart around become powerful tools for us to conquer our 
foes. Our insight into our foes weakness rewards our tendrils with 
many opportunities to slash, slam, and pierce our foes in a near 
infinite number of ways.

Tendril Techniques
(Maneuvers)

We learn three tendril techniques that enhance our attacks in a 
multitude of ways. We can use only one technique per attack.

Symbiotic dice
(Superiority Dice) 

We have four symbiotic dice, which are d8s. A symbiotic die is 
expended when we use it. We regain all of our expended superiority 
dice when we finish a short or long rest.

Symbiotic union
Path of the Totem Warrior (PHB pg 50)

The path of a the symbiote is a terrible and difficult life to live. 
Forming an ever growing bond with another entity within a single 
body leads to many complications, disagreements, personality shifts, 
and most importantly: never having a single thought that is their own. 
As the bond grows, a symbiote and its host begin to become more 
powerful than either was alone. This new found power comes at a 
cost. Choosing to follow this path is a choice to give up on 
individuality, as both entities learn to understand each others’ wants, 
needs, and desires. They must work together toward perfect unity. 
When this occurs... a new being is born.

Parasitic mind touch
Totem Spirit Seeker (PHB pg 50)

The symbiote has a limited telepathy. This allows us to touch the 
minds of lesser creatures, and in some cases, invade their mind to 
share their experiences.

Frightful visage
Wolf Spirit (PHB pg 50)

As our bond grows, our visage becomes more terrifying. As the 
symbiote bursts from our flesh and surrounds us, tendrils flail wildly 
from all over our body. A large mouth that stretches from ear to ear 
with serrated teeth looks down upon your foes. A twelve inch tongue 
whips about wildly in all directions, intimidating your foes and 
allowing our allies to exploit the opportunity.

Ability score improvement
When we reach 4th level, and again at 9th, 11th, 10th, 13th, 17th, 

and 19th level, we can increase one ability score of our choice by 2, 
or we can increase two ability scores of our choice by 1. As normal, 
we can’t increase an ability score above 20 using this feature.

Alternatively(and recommended), you can choose to take the 
following feat in place of any single ASI. This helps with 
multiple damage types, such as a longsword and warhammer. 
This is great for creative use of the tendrils.

Weapon tendrils
Dual Wielder Feat (PHB pg 165 )

The once aimlessly flailing tendrils now become more prehensile 
and begin to take shape to our thoughts, taking on forms not unlike 
that of the weapons we carry. While fighting with two weapons, we 
gain the many offensive and defensive benefits.

Alien metabolism
The symbiote makes our muscles more efficient when unrestricted. 

Improved metabolic management allows our muscles to move faster 
using the same amount of energy.

Beginning at 5th level, we can attack twice, instead of once, 
whenever we take the Attack action on our turn. Additionally, our 
speed increases by 10 feet while we aren’t wearing heavy armor. The 
number of attacks increases to three when we reach 16th level. 4
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Knowledge of the lost hosts
Student of War (PHB pg 73)

At 8th level, we are able to access knowledge and techniques from 
a previous host we were once bonded to.

Additional Tendril Techniques
(Maneuvers)

At 12th level, we develop two new tendril techniques.
Fearsome Roar. (Distracting Strike)

When we hit a creature with a weapon attack, we can 
expend one symbiotic die, baring our fangs and whipping 
tongue, intimidating our foes to give our allies an opening.

Revenging Tendrils (Parry Maneuver)

When a creature misses us with a melee attack, we can 
counter strike with a tendril.

indomitable
We are becoming an unstoppable force to our enemies. 

Beginning at 14th level, we can reroll a saving throw that we 
fail. If we do so, we must use the new roll, and we can’t use 
this feature again until we finish a long rest.

We can use this feature twice between long rests starting at 
18th level.

Bonded Symbiotic superiority
Improved Combat Superiority (PHB pg 74)

At 15th level, our manipulation over our shared bond, and our 
techniques become ever more savage and lethal.

unstoppable
Relentless (PHB pg 74)

Starting at 20th level we are a violent force to be reckoned 
with. Our fury cannot be contained. We are able to recover 
quickly, and jump back into the fray.

Flavor of the month
This was our first attempt at making an official build feel new 

and exciting. We hope you enjoyed it. If you did, you can 
contact us at critacademy.com and let us know what you 
thought. If this proves popular enough, we may decide to do 
one of these every month: a fresh take on all your favorite 
builds.

Thank you for taking the time to check our baby. Subscribe 
to our blog at www.critacademy.com to be entered to win loot 
and keep up to date on all things Crit Academy.

Writer: Justin Handlin
Editor: Daniel Xavier

Saving throws
Some of our tendril techniques require our target to make a saving 

throw to resist the effect. The saving throw DC is calculated as 
follows:

Tendril save DC = 8 + our proficiency bonus + our Strength or 
Dexterity modifier (our choice)

These options are only recommendations, you’re free to choose 
whichever (maneuvers) you feel is best for you.

Tripping Tendrils (Trip Attack)

When we hit a creature with a weapon attack, our tendrils 
lash out and wrap around a leg, or smashes into them in an 
attempt to knock them to the ground.

Tendril Lashing (Lunging Attack)

Our tendrils can lash out extending our reach for an instant 
with additional force.

Terrifying Strike (Menacing Attack)

Our visage is a horrible and frightening sight to behold. 
Baring our monstrous teeth and blade shaped tendrils is 
often enough to send them running in fear.

.
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